
Sweetheart 921 

Chapter 921: do you need me to tell the reporters what you’ve done? 

 

luo chenxin’s pitiful look won everyone’s sympathy again. 

zhuo feng happened to come out of the mu group’s building. he wanted to control the scene 

temporarily as mu yichen had instructed. 

he did not expect to hear luo chenxin’s nonsense as soon as he came out. 

he couldn’t help but say loudly, ” “miss luo, please don’t continue to spread rumors and create trouble. 

you know very well what’s going on between you and our president! you’ve done so many outrageous 

things, and you still have the cheek to act pitiful? let me give you a piece of advice, you have to be more 

shameless. otherwise, there will definitely be retribution!” 

the public opinion at the scene was initially on luo chenxin’s side. 

now, there were suddenly voices of opposition. 

the reporters present were stunned for a moment. 

someone immediately recognized zhuo feng. 

“this man is young master mu’s most valued special assistant, zhuo feng! he’s always speaking for young 

master mu, so he must know the inside story!” 

boxn ov el. c o m 

“why is his statement different from miss luo’s? who is telling the truth?” 

the reporters were sharp enough to sense that there was big news. 

one by one, the microphones were placed in front of zhuo feng. everyone was fighting to interview him. 

“special assistant zhuo, please say a few words! how much do you know about miss luo and young 

master mu’s marriage?” 

“special assistant zhuo, from what you said just now, you think that miss luo is at fault for this failed 

marriage, right? do you have any evidence to back up your words?” 

“special assistant zhuo, as young master mu’s assistant, did you come out to speak for him under his 

instructions? why isn’t young master mu himself here? is he afraid to face the public because he knows 

he’s done something that challenges his moral bottom line?” 

zhuo feng’s expression darkened. 

he simply took a microphone and stood on the top step. 

after making sure that all the reporters could see him, he loudly said, ” “dear friends of the media, the 

mu group has always respected you, so please don’t listen to the one-sided words of some people and 



judge the president. our president is already on his way here, and he’ll explain it to everyone personally. 

everyone should wait for a while before making a conclusion. otherwise, if you scold the wrong person, 

you’ll be slapped in the face later!” 

the reporters were surprised to hear zhuo feng’s words. 

zhuo feng’s tone seemed to suggest that young master mu was confident that he could clear his name. 

could it be that there was something they didn’t know about? 

for a moment, the reporters did not dare to speak. 

after all, the mu family’s power was there. 

no matter how much he wanted to follow a big piece of news, he didn’t dare to make it up. otherwise, 

he would be held legally responsible by the mu family for slander. that would be terrible. 

luo chenxin panicked when she saw it. 

it wasn’t easy for her to provoke the anger of the reporters and the crowd at the scene, and she wanted 

to use public opinion to create momentum for herself. 

now, everyone suddenly became rational. 

then the words she had said in the past would not stand up to scrutiny. if everyone came to their senses, 

she would be in big trouble! 

luo chenxin gritted her teeth and walked to zhuo feng with a look of grief and indignation. 

“special assistant zhuo, you … don’t you have a conscience by saying such things? when i was still mrs. 

mu, i treated you well. now, for the sake of money, you don’t even dare to say a word of justice. you’re 

a complete and utter villain!” 

“i’m a vile person?” ” do you need me to tell the reporters what you’ve done? ” zhuo feng was furious. 

Chapter 922: at a time like this, you still only have that man in your heart! 

 

upon hearing this, luo chenxin suddenly felt uneasy. 

naturally, she had done more than one or two bad things. 

if an ordinary employee of the mu family came over, she could still talk back with confidence. 

however, in the face of young master mu’s most trusted special assistant, she was somewhat lacking in 

confidence. 

this was because she could not be sure how much zhuo feng knew about her relationship with mu 

yichen … what if he said something wrong and gave himself away? 

luo chenxin had been silent, which aroused the suspicion of the reporters. 

the crowd urged zhuo feng to reveal the truth. 



luo chenxin gritted her teeth. she did not know how to shut zhuo feng up. 

at this moment, a male voice came from the crowd. 

boxn ov el. c o m 

“zhuo feng! you’re such a despicable and shameless person. in order to clear your master’s name, you 

don’t even have a conscience? who in the mu family doesn’t know how pitiful my daughter has been in 

the mu family all these years? it’s fine if you don’t sympathize with her, but now you’re trying to slander 

her?” 

luo chenxin’s eyes lit up when she heard the voice, and she was relieved. 

she turned to look in the direction of the voice and shouted excitedly, ” “dad! mom! you … why are you 

here?” 

luo anguo and hu manya squeezed their way out of the crowd. 

hu manya was even rubbing her reddened eyes exaggeratedly, looking heartbroken. 

“daughter, you’ve met with such a serious accident. how can we be at ease? the mu family had really 

gone too far! you’re such a good girl, and now you’re even spreading rumors to smear your reputation … 

it’s all mom’s fault, it’s all mom’s fault! if i had forced you to abort the child back then and cut all ties 

with young master mu, how would you have become like this?” 

the reporters were excited when they saw the two of them. 

luo chenxin’s parents had appeared! 

apart from the parties involved, the parents of both parties were the ones who knew the most about 

the marriage between young master mu and luo chenxin. 

they definitely had more information to reveal! 

he reckoned that anything he said would be explosive news. 

the reporters reacted quickly and immediately swarmed forward, surrounding the two of them. 

” president luo, mrs. luo, what did you mean by what you said just now? ” 

“can we talk about it in detail? what did the mu family do to miss luo?” 

luo anguo’s face was full of anger. ” the mu family is really going too far! ” in the past, for the sake of our 

daughter’s happiness, we’ve endured it. but today, i really can’t endure it anymore. i must expose the 

mu family’s …” 

“dad! you … don’t say anymore!” 

luo anguo was halfway through his sentence when luo chenxin suddenly screamed and interrupted him. 

“father, mu yichen and i used to be husband and wife after all. i … i don’t want to gossip about him … 

even though he doesn’t have any feelings for me anymore, but … but i don’t want to embarrass him …” 

her words were sincere, and anyone could tell that luo chenxin still had feelings for mu yichen. 



luo chenxin was still thinking about mu yichen even at this point! 

many people were touched by luo chenxin’s acting skills and secretly cursed mu yichen, the scumbag, in 

their hearts. 

luo anguo had already discussed this with luo chenxin. naturally, he would not keep his mouth shut just 

because of his daughter’s ‘objection’. 

he glared at luo chenxin with an exasperated expression. 

“at a time like this, your heart is still filled with that man!” 

Chapter 923: did water get into your brain? 

 

luo chenxin bit her lips and kept blinking her eyes as if she was about to cry. 

“dad!” 

“enough, no matter how you try to stop me today, it’s useless. i will tell the truth in front of all my 

friends in the media! although the luo family is not as big as the mu family, we can’t allow anyone to 

bully our daughter!” 

luo anguo waved his hand and turned to face the media. 

“everyone, my daughter chenxin and mu yichen have known each other for more than four years. they 

had a relationship when they were abroad at the time. young master mu obviously didn’t take this 

matter to heart. he deleted my daughter’s contact information the moment he returned to the country 

and didn’t even mention breaking up.” 

“chenxin is still waiting for him stupidly abroad. she thought that he really came back to deal with 

business and would go back to accompany her soon. “later, chenxin found out that she was pregnant 

and was overjoyed. she wanted to tell young master mu the good news, but when she called young 

master mu, it was always a busy tone …” 

“chenxin didn’t believe that young master mu would have a change of heart so quickly. after giving birth 

to the child, he chased her all the way to china. however, when the mu family found out that she had 

given birth to a daughter for young master mu, they took her away from chenxin! even when chenxin 

went to visit her daughter, the mu family didn’t let her in!” 

“just like that, it dragged on for five years. fortunately, young master mu’s grandmother couldn’t stand 

it anymore and forced young master mu to get married. as her parents, although we don’t like the mu 

family’s attitude, chenxin likes young master mu wholeheartedly, and she has already given birth to a 

daughter. we have no choice but to agree to the marriage.” 

“no one would have thought that after only a few months of marriage, young master mu would have an 

affair with his soon-to-be brother-in-law and force my daughter to divorce him. not only did he not give 

chenxin a single cent, but he also went around slandering her! we really can’t take it anymore!” 

boxn ov el. c o m 



in just a few short sentences, luo anguo had portrayed young master mu as a complete scumbag. 

everyone at the scene looked indignant. 

not only them, but many onlookers had also taken videos and posted them on the internet. 

for a moment, everyone in the entire hua nation knew the fact that mu yichen was a scumbag. 

his reputation as the nation’s husband was completely ruined. 

“damn, how can there be such a bad man! you didn’t even explain clearly when you broke up, but 

blacklisted and broke up with him through cold violence. i hate this kind of man the most!” 

“miss luo is so devoted to him and even gave birth to his daughter. how could he be so cruel and take 

her daughter away? you won’t let luo chenxin visit your daughter?” 

” i finally know why luo chenxin was so angry when she saw mu yichen and chen xiluo! ” 

‘luo chenxin is so pitiful. young master mu is a scumbag. no rich man is a good person!” 

luo chenxin pounced over, wanting to ‘stop’ luo anguo from continuing. 

“dad, don’t say anymore, don’t say anymore! these things are all in the past …” 

“what past? ‘mu yichen still refuses to acknowledge that you’re the mu family’s little princess’s 

biological mother until now. he doesn’t even admit that he was married to you! you still treat such a 

man as a treasure? did water get into your brain?” 

hu manya grabbed luo chenxin and scolded her loudly. 

with the tacit cooperation of luo anguo, hu manya, and luo chenxin, the public opinion was completely 

on their side. 

zhuo feng held the microphone and racked his brain, trying to defend his boss. 

unfortunately, no one was willing to listen to him. 

Chapter 924: the ceo, he … he actually brought young master chen along! 

 

“ai, what should i do now!” 

zhuo feng turned around and entered the company. 

a few directors and managers followed behind him, sweating from anxiety. 

“special assistant zhuo, quickly think of a way! “now, those angry people have started to smash the glass 

windows of our company. the employees are hiding upstairs and don’t dare to get off work …” 

“also, the company’s stock price has plummeted. i heard it’s already at the limit drop. quickly contact 

the president and ask him to think of something!” 



zhuo feng stopped in his tracks and turned around. ” “alright, do you think i don’t know how serious this 

matter is? i’ve already reported this to the president! he’s already on his way. wait a moment, we’ll hold 

a press conference at the company’s entrance.” 

the managers were all stunned. 

“what? a press conference? the president is holding a press conference so soon?” 

“how is he going to explain this to the media?” 

boxn ov el. c o m 

“the matter between the president and young master chen … there’s no way to explain it, right? the luo 

family was at the scene, this … wouldn’t it only make things worse?” 

the managers were certain that mu yichen had an affair after they saw the photos on the internet. 

under such circumstances, mu yichen would be the one who would be in trouble if he confronted luo 

chenxin and the others directly. 

this was definitely not the way a mature corporate leader would deal with a problem. 

zhuo feng knew what they were thinking the moment he saw their expressions. 

he shook his head. ” don’t make wild guesses. since the president has made such a decision, he naturally 

has the corresponding chips. we’ve all been in the company for so many years, and i don’t need to say 

anything about the mu family’s character.” 

the managers were all hesitant. ” the president and the old president are very good to everyone, but 

business is business. this matter between a man and a woman … ” 

young master mu’s face looked very romantic. 

in the past, there were no scandals, so everyone thought it was strange. 

they all agreed that what happened today was the right way for a young, handsome, and rich young 

master like him to open the door … 

zhuo feng was about to say something. 

at this moment, a series of urgent footsteps could be heard. 

a secretary ran over. ” special assistant zhuo, the president is here! he went around the back door to the 

underground parking lot and is now at the company!” 

zhuo feng and the other managers were excited. 

young master mu was the backbone of the company. once he arrived, everyone was at ease. 

however, after the secretary reported the news, a hesitant look appeared on her face. ” oh right, there’s 

one more thing … ” 

she gritted her teeth. ” special assistant zhuo, the ceo … he actually brought young master chen along! 

this …” 



“what?” 

before the exclamations could die down, mu yichen and luo chenxi’s silhouettes had already appeared 

in the crowd’s field of vision. 

the two handsome and outstanding men stood side by side. just from their looks, they really did look 

very compatible. 

although chen xi luo was half a head shorter than young master mu, his elegant and outstanding 

temperament did not make him seem weak at all. 

mu yichen stopped walking and glanced at zhuo feng impatiently. 

“where’s the thing i told you? have you arranged everything?” 

zhuo feng nodded. ” president, young … ahem, young master chen, everything has been arranged. are 

the two of you going to meet the reporters now? ” 

mu yichen turned his head and glanced at the petite woman beside him. ” how is it? are you ready?” 

luo chenxi nodded and hummed in acknowledgment. 

“this way, please,” zhuo feng said. 

the moment the managers saw chen xi luo, they were all stunned. only now did they come back to their 

senses. 

Chapter 925: this … this is too arrogant! 

 

when they saw that mu yichen was really going to bring chen xiluo to the press conference, they 

immediately became nervous. 

“president, you … you can’t do this!” 

” that’s right, president. no matter how good your relationship with young master chen is, it’s not 

appropriate for you to appear together at this occasion! ” 

” president, the company’s stock price has started to plummet. you can’t be so impulsive … ” 

everyone followed behind him and tried their best to persuade him to stop. 

however, mu yichen’s attitude was unusually determined. he strode forward without even turning his 

head back. 

he even held luo chenxi’s hand and interlocked his fingers with hers when he walked to the door. 

at that very moment, luo chenxin was still surrounded by reporters, pretending to cry and complain 

about her tragic experience in the mu family. 

” it doesn’t matter what i have to suffer in the mu family, but i can’t not see my daughter. my tang tang 

is only three and a half years old. she has only seen her mother a few times since she was young. she’s 

so pitiful … ” 



boxn ov el. c o m 

“luo chenxin, you really dared to come to the mu group! your skin is so thick that even i can’t help but 

admire you!” 

a familiar deep voice came from behind him. 

luo chenxin was stunned for a moment and could not react in time. 

the onlooking crowd was already in an uproar. 

” young master mu, young master mu is here!! ” 

” oh my god, he really showed up. i thought he wouldn’t dare to appear in front of the media at a time 

like this! ” 

“why wouldn’t he dare to? don’t you see? the person beside him was chen xiluo! not only did young 

master mu come, but he also brought the third party with him! this … this is too arrogant!” 

“is this a demonstration of power to luo chenxin? although this mistress is a man, he’s a hundred times 

more shameless than all other female mistresses. how could they do that?” 

when the crowd saw mu yichen and chen xiluo appearing together, they were instantly enraged. 

the scumbag and the mistress were already disgusting enough, yet they didn’t hurry up and dig a hole to 

hide, and still dared to appear together! 

furthermore, they were holding hands! 

it seemed that young master mu was going to condemn luo chenxin. 

such a performance completely ignited the anger of the ordinary people. 

luo chenxin was terrified for a moment when she saw mu yichen. 

she did not expect mu yichen to come out for real. she thought that the mu family could not afford to 

lose face and would negotiate with her in private to settle the matter with money. 

she still didn’t have the confidence to confront young master mu. 

however, luo chenxin was relieved when she saw mu yichen appearing with chen xiluo. she almost 

laughed out loud. 

she did not expect a smart person like mu yichen to be so foolish! 

wasn’t it digging one’s own grave to bring a mistress to appear at this time? 

at the thought of this, luo chenxin came up with a plan very quickly. 

she widened her eyes and glared at chen xiluo. she panted heavily, as if she was trying her best to 

suppress the anger in her heart. 

“chen … chen hiro! you … why are you here? you … you’ve already taken my husband and my daughter 

away. i have nothing left, what else do you want to do to me?” 



luo anguo and hu manya also reacted quickly. 

they realized that this was a great opportunity for them. 

the two of them rushed over, pointed at chen xiluo’s nose, and started scolding him. 

“you shameless gigolo, you still dare to come! do you think that with young master mu backing you up, 

you can ride on top of dawn’s heart?” 

Chapter 926: who are you? 

 

“a mistress is a mistress. don’t think that you can become a member of the mu family just because you 

forced chenxin away! if the mu family’s elders find out that you’ve turned young master mu gay, they’ll 

definitely not let you off!” 

“young master mu, is this your attitude? our daughter was ruined in your hands, and not only do you 

not feel guilty, you even brought a third party here to demonstrate your power?” 

” you two shameless b * stards! i … i’ll fight you to the death with my old bones! ” 

luo anguo’s face was filled with grief and indignation, and he looked like he was going to rush up and 

fight them to the death. 

he was naturally stopped by the bodyguards. 

however, his act had once again ignited the crowd’s emotions. 

everyone started to curse in unison. 

mu yichen’s brows furrowed tightly upon witnessing the scene. 

he looked at the three members of the luo family with killing intent. 

boxn ov el. c o m 

these guys actually dared to slander his little woman like this! 

today, he was going to teach them how to spell the word ‘death’! 

“enough, are you addicted to spouting nonsense? do you really think i can’t do anything to you? what 

third party … you guys really have the guts to say that!” mu yichen sneered and interrupted them. 

the three members of the luo family felt their hearts skip a beat when they saw his cold gaze. 

however, the act had already come to this point, and he couldn’t regret it. 

luo chenxin braced herself and said loudly, ” “i’m telling the truth, why can’t i say it? ‘mu yichen, there’s 

a mountain of irrefutable evidence that you had an affair during your marriage! “the surveillance video 

has been circulated on the internet. anyone can tell what your relationship with chen xiluo is! don’t tell 

me that was just a kiss between friends! which friend french-kisses?” 

mu yichen sneered and was about to speak. 



on the other hand, luo chenxi took a step forward and spoke before he could. 

“miss luo, you seem to have made two mistakes. first, you and young master mu didn’t register your 

marriage at all. i don’t know how you have the face to say that you are mrs. mu. those who believe you 

are also very ridiculous. the civil affairs bureau has clearly given proof last time, shouldn’t you respect 

the law? instead, he’s only listening to your side of the story?” 

luo chenxi’s words caught the main point. 

for a moment, those who were more clear-headed fell into silence. 

that’s right. luo chenxin kept saying that she had divorced young master mu and did not get any 

alimony. 

however, during the last live broadcast on the tv station, the certificate issued by the civil affairs bureau 

had clearly stated it. 

luo chenxin saw that the situation was not good, so she immediately tried to explain. 

“how would i know why the civil affairs bureau didn’t have a record? i’m clearly married to young 

master mu! the mu family was rich and powerful, what couldn’t they do? changing the records at the 

civil affairs bureau so easily, what kind of evidence is this?” 

these words made sense. 

the onlookers fell into confusion again. 

luo chenxi did not bother to explain further upon hearing his words. 

“alright, since you don’t even want to admit to the proof provided by the government, i have nothing 

else to say. however, you’ve made a second mistake …” 

luo chenxi’s heart skipped a beat all of a sudden when she saw the profound look in her eyes. 

an ominous feeling rose in his heart. 

he felt like he had overlooked something important … 

“i’m not a ‘male’ mistress. i’m afraid you can’t even imagine who i am!” luo chenxi said slowly. 

luo chenxin was stunned ,’you … what do you mean? who the hell are you?” 

Chapter 927: luo chenxi has removed all the makeup on her face 

 

the corners of luo chenxi’s lips were raised with a profound smile. 

luo chenxin felt uneasy when she saw that. 

“you’ll find out who i am soon.” 

luo chenxi had been suppressing her voice to imitate a boy’s speech. however, she did not deliberately 

change her voice anymore. instead, she had restored her original voice. 



luo chenxin suddenly felt that the voice was familiar, and a shocking guess emerged in her mind! 

but she immediately shook her head and muttered to herself, ” “no… impossible … it definitely won’t!” 

luo anguo and hu manya were still confused. 

hu manya looked at luo chenxin’s ashen face and asked in confusion, ” “chenxin, what’s wrong? do you 

know what chen xiluo meant by that?” 

“i …” 

boxn ov el. c o m 

luo chenxin gritted her teeth. 

before she could speak, luo chenxi had already waved at the staff member by the side. 

“please bring me the things i just told you to do.” 

a female employee from the public relations department walked over with a tray. 

everyone stretched their necks and looked over curiously. 

when they saw what was on the tray, everyone, without exception, was stunned. 

“what … what are these things? what’s the situation?” 

“what is chen xi luo planning? what does he want to do?” 

“it’s already like this, is he still thinking of clearing his name? however, how are we going to clear our 

name with those things?” 

on the tray, there was a basin of water, a mirror, makeup remover oil, and a towel. 

if this kind of thing appeared in a girl’s bathroom, of course, it would be normal. but, it appeared at this 

time, this kind of occasion … that was really strange. 

many people felt that chen xiluo had completely gone crazy from the shock. 

however, luo chenxi did not care about what others thought of her. 

she said ” thank you ” to the female employee and began to remove the makeup on her face in front of 

the mirror with practiced movements. 

luo chenxi’s movements were neither too slow nor too fast. she was elegant and calm. even though she 

did not have any beauty filters, her face was still so perfect that it was amazing. 

there was a period of time when everyone was in a daze. 

she thought she was watching an online beauty blogger’s live demonstration of removing makeup … 

luo chenxi wiped her face a few times. soon, the bronze-colored foundation was removed, revealing her 

fair and delicate skin. 

as more and more of her skin was exposed, the crowd at the scene became more and more surprised. 



“damn, this … this is really a ‘whitewashing’!” 

“i’ve never noticed it before, but chen xiluo actually put on makeup!” 

“chen xiluo is actually so fair! it was so white that it was glowing! oh my god, i’m a woman and i’m a few 

color number darker than a man. i’m so ashamed …” 

“he’s a man, why does he need makeup? also, look at the foundation he washed off. his makeup is very 

thick!” 

a man with heavy makeup? 

this was far beyond the acceptable range of ordinary people. 

the reporters looked at each other and desperately pressed the shutter, trying to record this shocking 

scene. 

today’s gossip about this rich young master’s affair was really newsworthy. 

every now and then, there would be an explosive point, and it was getting more and more shocking! 

young master mu’s lover was a sissy boy toy who liked to put on makeup … this was also very eye-

catching! 

about ten minutes later, luo chenxi removed all the makeup on her face. 

she was standing sideways, and there were staff blocking her from the front, so the reporters outside 

could not see clearly. 

Chapter 928: luo chenxin, how is it? are you surprised to see me? 

 

however, the three members of the luo family were standing very close to each other, so they could see 

luo chenxi’s every move clearly. 

the three of them reacted to the situation when luo chenxi was halfway through removing her makeup. 

chen xiluo … she was actually luo chenxi! 

even though luo chenxin had already vaguely guessed the truth, she was still extremely shocked when 

luo chenxi’s familiar face was gradually revealed! 

there was a period of time when the three of them could not even speak. they could only look at luo 

chenxi in a daze. 

there was only one thought left in his mind: ‘hasn’t luo chenxi gone missing?’ wasn’t he injured by 

reese? how did he suddenly appear here? 

and how did he become chen xiluo? 

a girl could actually dress up so well as a man! 

he had even completely deceived his relatives! 



boxn ov el. c o m 

moreover, chen xiluo’s friendship with the mu family was not something that had happened in a day or 

two. 

before luo chenxin returned to the country, chen xiluo had already been in contact with young master 

mu. could it be that luo chenxi was already impersonating chen xiluo at that time? 

how … how could this be possible? 

the three people’s heads were buzzing and in a mess. 

it was only when luo chenxi was about to finish removing her makeup that luo chenxin suddenly came to 

her senses. 

she realized that as long as luo chenxi made a public appearance, she would not be able to hide the fact 

that she and luo chenxi had switched partners. 

“luo chenxi! so it’s you, you bitch! you … you actually dare to appear here!” 

she screamed in desperation and pounced on luo chenxi in an attempt to stop her from continuing to 

remove her makeup. 

however, the mu family’s bodyguards were all surrounding them. 

she did not even manage to touch luo chenxi’s sleeve when she pounced on her. on the contrary, she 

was pushed by the bodyguard. she twisted her ankle in her high heels and fell to the ground with a loud 

thud. 

luo chenxi had already finished removing her makeup in just a few dozen seconds. 

“even you dared to come to the mu family to threaten mu yichen, so why wouldn’t i dare to appear?” 

a cold voice was heard. 

soon after, luo chenxi walked out slowly from behind mu yichen and stopped not far away from luo 

chenxin. 

brother liang quickly stepped forward to stop her. ” young madam, luo chenxin is a lunatic. please stay 

away from her and be careful. ” 

luo chenxi stopped walking as instructed. 

he looked down at luo chenxin with a mocking smile on the corner of his mouth. 

“luo chenxin, how is it? are you surprised to see me?” 

as she spoke, she pulled at her scalp gently. 

she pulled off the delicate wig she was wearing. 

a head of soft, black hair fell down on her shoulders like a waterfall as she moved. 

luo chenxin looked at her in shock and fear. she was so flustered that she could not even make a sound. 



“you … you …” 

luo chenxi sneered coldly. ” long time no see, my elder sister, and also … my biological father and 

stepmother … ” 

at this moment, the entrance of the mu group was surrounded by people. 

they had been confronting each other at the door for so long that the news had already spread all over 

the internet. 

in addition to the media and passersby, there were also people who had come to watch the live 

broadcast. 

now, these people were all equally dumbfounded. 

she widened her eyes and looked at luo chenxi before she looked at luo chenxin. 

in the end, they all looked like they had seen a ghost. 

“f * ck, am i … am i dreaming? hurry up and pinch me!” 

Chapter 929: oh my god, is there … a ghost? 

 

“why did chen xiluo become luo chenxin after removing her makeup? oh my god, is … is there a ghost?” 

“aiyo, you … don’t scare me, i’m most afraid of ghosts! as long as he closed his eyes and opened them 

again, all these illusions would disappear, and chen xiluo would definitely change back! eh? why didn’t it 

change back? there’s really a ghost!” 

some of the less courageous people in the crowd had already fainted from fear. 

not everyone could react to how exciting it was to become a living person. 

however, there were still people who were calmer and gradually saw through the clues. 

“this … could chen xiluo be a woman? that’s right, didn’t she just say that she wasn’t a ‘male’ mistress! is 

this what you mean?” 

“that’s right. if you look closely, chen xiluo doesn’t have an adam’s apple at all! she’s clearly a woman!” 

“now that you’ve mentioned it, i also think that he’s a woman.” 

people always had a strong first impression. 

boxn ov el. c o m 

in the past, he had thought that chen xiluo was a man, so he had not paid attention to whether he had 

an adam’s apple. 

now, they were starting to suspect his gender. on a closer look, they realized that everyone had been 

neglecting such an important detail for so long! 



” alright, even if chen xiluo is a woman, how could she possibly look so much like … luo chenxin?! ” it’s 

exactly the same!” 

“yeah, i was really scared just now. how can two people look so similar? they’re not twins!” 

“maybe … they’re really twins?” 

“i’ll go! what the hell was this? why did today’s gossip seem to have turned into a suspense drama? 

what was going on with them? i’ve never heard of the luo family having a second young lady.” 

the crowd gradually recovered from their shock and began to whisper to each other. 

no one had expected that chen xiluo would suddenly remove her makeup on the spot and turn into a 

woman who looked exactly like luo chenxin! 

if they had not seen it with their own eyes, no one would have believed such a thing! 

luo chenxi turned to the reporters and cleared her throat. she raised her voice and said, ” everyone, i’m 

sure some of you have already guessed that i’m not a man. chen xiluo is just my alias. my real name is 

luo chenxi. i’m … luo chenxin’s younger sister!” 

the crowd burst into an uproar. 

even though he had already guessed it, it was still too surprising for him to hear the news from luo 

chenxi. 

luo chenxi paused for a moment before she continued. 

“i know that everyone must be curious. isn’t there only one young lady in the luo family? why would a 

sister like me appear? ” it’s too simple. my biological father, luo anguo, had an affair during his marriage. 

he angered my mother so much that she died during labor. then, he impatiently brought the mistress 

and illegitimate daughter home. as for me, the second daughter, i was thrown into an orphanage. i only 

found out about my father half a year ago.” 

upon hearing this, everyone present turned their heads in unison and looked at luo anguo with 

condemning eyes. 

” luo anguo has always said that young master mu is a scumbag. i didn’t expect him to be the real 

scumbag! ” 

“isn’t it? no matter what, young master mu was cheating! he was still good to his daughter. luo anguo 

had thrown his ex-wife’s daughter into an orphanage! what kind of scumbag is this?” 

“i didn’t expect him to be such a person!” 

luo anguo’s face turned green when he felt everyone’s gaze on him. 

Chapter 930: even seducing brother-in-law 

 

luo anguo glared at luo chenxi and interrupted her sternly. 



“enough! shut up! don’t think that just because you have young master mu’s support, you can start 

rumors and create trouble here! everyone, don’t believe luo chenxi’s words. she ran out on her own 

when she was young and was abducted and sold …” 

in order to save his image, luo anguo made up a reason to clear his name. 

luo chenxi could not even be bothered to refute him. she sneered. 

“you know what happened back then! i’m not here to settle this score with you today!” 

“that’s right, mr. luo, we’re not interested in your past love history! second miss luo, please continue! 

we want to know what’s going on between you and young master mu. why are you with your brother-

in-law? did miss luo divorce young master mu because you interfered?” 

the reporters were also impatient to hear luo anguo’s explanation. 

they were all here for the gossip about the mu family. 

the reporters pushed luo anguo aside and eagerly extended their microphones in luo chenxi’s direction. 

boxn ov el. c o m 

a few reporters were too excited. they squeezed past the blockade formed by the bodyguards and 

dashed to the top of the stairs in an attempt to interview luo chenxi up close. 

luo chenxi was startled. she took a few steps back subconsciously. 

in the end, she bumped into mu yichen’s arms. 

young master mu very familiarly stretched out his arm and hooked it around mrs. mu’s slender waist, 

protecting her in his arms. his other hand blocked the reporters who came forward. 

he frowned and said in a cold voice, ” that’s enough. move aside! today, if anyone dares to scare my 

wife, the mu family will definitely pursue the matter!” 

“what? m-mrs. mu?” 

“young master mu, what’s going on? what is your relationship with the second young lady of the luo 

family?” 

” you’re so protective of the second young lady, but you don’t care about the eldest young lady of the 

luo family. why is that?! ” 

“young master mu, miss luo …” 

not only did mu yichen’s stern reprimand fail to intimidate all the media as usual, but it also made the 

reporters even more agitated. 

it wasn’t that they weren’t afraid of young master mu, but … this news was too shocking! 

especially since the two young ladies of the luo family looked exactly the same! 



however, young master mu treated luo chenxin so badly that he kicked her out of the house after the 

divorce. as for luo chenxi … anyone could see the deep affection and protection revealed in his words 

and actions! 

the contrast was too great. 

who wouldn’t be curious? 

the bodyguards tried their best to block the reporters, but to no avail. 

luo chenxi nudged mu yichen gently when she realized that he was about to fly into a rage. ” i’m fine. 

you don’t have to worry. we’re here today to explain the situation clearly. there’s no need to stop them. 

” 

mu yichen frowned. he glanced at the petite woman beside him in displeasure. ” i’m already regretting 

letting you come. ” 

if he had known that it would be so chaotic, he would have come out and explained himself. 

luo chenxi could not help laughing.’isn’t this man’s desire to protect her a little too strong?’ 

” alright, alright. you clearly know that if i don’t come over personally, i won’t be able to explain things 

clearly! ” 

she nudged him a few more times before mu yichen let go of her hand unwillingly. 

luo chenxi took a few more steps forward under the protection of brother liang and the rest. she said 

loudly, ” “i’ll explain the matter between me and mu yichen clearly. please be patient and let me finish. 

if you have any questions, you can ask them later and i will answer them for you.” 

“shut up! it was luo chenxi! you shameless third party, you even seduced brother-in-law, and you still 

want to spread rumors?” 

luo chenxin screamed in anxiety. 

 


